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Introduction
Reactions of metastable rare gas atoms Rg* with photons, electrons, atoms, molecules, and surfaces are ac-* Dedicated to Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Hanle on the occasion of his 90th birthday "~" Present address: Fysisk Laboratorium, H.C. Orsted Institutet, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark *'~ Permanent address: Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, University of Colorado, Boulder, 80309-0440, USA tively studied by molecular beam techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Among the difficult problems in this field in connection with a reliable determination of absolute reaction cross sections is the selection of one of the two components normally present in metastable rare gas atom beams and the measurement of the absolute flux of the selected excited species. The former problem has been satisfactorily solved by selective optical excitation techniques involving discharge lamps (for He*) [17] and multimode dye lasers [18] [19] [20] . Determination of the absolute flux of Rg* could in principle be easily achieved by monitoring the electron emission from metal surfaces [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , if the corresponding yield y, defined as the ratio of ejected electrons to incident atoms Rg*, were known. In the past, several gas cell techniques [23, 25, 26] and an atomic beam approach [24] have been used to measure )~ for atomically clean and gas covered metal surfaces. Moreover, Dunning et al. [26] have demonstrated a laser photoionization method, involving pulsed lasers and gated electron detection with multipliers. Based on our previous work on resonant two-photon cw laser photoionization of the heavier rare gas atoms Rg*(ms 3p2.0), especially of Ne* (3s 3P2) via the Ne* (3p 3D3) intermediate level [2, 3] , we have developed an accurate method to measure ?, and thereby the absolute flux of metastable rare gas atom beams.
The principle of our method is the same as in the photoionization work of Dunning et al. [26] : a significant fraction of a selected metastable species is depleted from a metastabte rare gas atom beam by laser photoionization, and the comparison of this photoionization signal with the change in signal at the electron emission surface detector yields y in a direct way. However, with pulsed lasers, as used by Dunning et al. [26] , electron multipliers have to be used in conjunction with time-resolved detection of the multiplied charge [26] . Accurate calibration of the amplification of the electron multipliers is a difficult problem. Moreover, time-spreading of the depletion hole due to the metastable atom velocity distribution dictates the use of broad time windows for the signal from the surface detector (which is located several cm from the photoionization region) and thereby causes a reduction in signal to noise ratio. The pulsed laser method has been applied to He* (2s 3S) and Xe* (6s 3po), yielding y-values of 0.6(3) and 0.02(1), respectively. In our approach, we use an intense cw photoionization laser providing depletions of up to 15 % in collimated metastable atom beams with fluxes around 101°/s. The currents are measured with 100 % efficiency in Faraday cup-type detectors, using identical current meters for the photoionization and surface detection. In this way, high sensitivity is obtained and systematic errors are excluded to a large extent. We can determine y-values with about 1% uncertainties, thereby enabling us to detect small changes of 7 as a function of time due to variations in the surface conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we explain the principle of our cw laser photoionization method in more detail and discuss practical schemes for all the metastable rare gas atoms. In Sect. 3, we describe our experimental setup, test measurements and the actual procedure to determine 7. In Sect. 4, we present results obtained with the new method for Ne*(3s3p2), Ar* (4s 3P2), and Kr* (5s 3P2) and a comparison with previous work. In Sect. 5, we outline some practical applications of our method.
Cw laser photoionization method for the absolute detection of metastable rare gas atoms

Principle of the method
The principle of the method is simple (see Fig. 1 ): 7, the coefficient for electron emission from a conductive surface upon impact of metastable atoms Rg*, is determined by direct comparison of the reduction in electron current AIs, observed at the metastable atom surface detector, with the production of photoelectron current AIe, as caused by efficient cw two-photon ionization depletion of the Rg* flux, i.e.
y = A Z s / A~ ~ .
(1)
The absolute Rg* flux is given by F(Rg*) = Is/eY , where I s is the surface detector current due to Rg* impact and e is the electron charge.
In practise, the determination of Fis more complicated since the projectile beam generally contains two metastable species (unless state selection is applied to the beam before entrance to the photoionization region), and a Fig. 1 . Semi-schematic vertical cut through the experimental setup used for the absolute detection of metastable rare gas atoms Rg* and for the in situ determination of the electron emission coefficient 7 for normal impact of Rg* atoms on conducting surfaces, using a two-step cw photoionization method (for details see text) certain background flux F v of VUV resonance photons is also present. The various species and their energies [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] are summarized in Table 1 . We note that the metastable atoms in our rare gas beams are a small fraction (estimated to be around 10 -4 ) compared with the ground state flux F ( R g ) ; the latter, possessing no potential and only thermal kinetic energy (average translational energy of Rg and Rg* close to 60 meV), is not capable of causing electron emission at the detector surface and therefore can be ignored. We note that our projectile beam does not contain significant amounts of fast neutral atoms, ions, or electrons.
To discuss our method in more detail (Rg = Ne -Xe), we label the three different electron ejecting species by indices 2 (denoting Rg* (3P2)), 0 (Rg* (3p0)), and v (VUV photons). Without lasers, the electron current ejected from the surface of the projectile beam detector is given by:
(2)
In the two-photon ionization process, the component F 2 is selectively excited and ionized (the first excitation step is even-isotope selective in general, see below), leading to depletion in I s and F 2 due to the laser ionization and resulting in a reduced current (labelled by index L)
It is important to note that the excitation-ionization process is chosen such that no loss process for the F 2 flux occurs apart from photoionization. Without lasers, the photoelectron detector registers a very weak background signal, which is negligible (background signals will be (4) since F 2 -F2L is the part of F 2 depleted by photoionization. Therefore, as mentioned above, we obtain for 72:
In this way, 72 can be directly and accurately determined. The contributions of F 0 and F v to the signal I s prevent, however, an easy evaluation of F2; we briefly outline the straight-forward, though non-trivial procedure to separately measure both F2, Fo , and 7v F~.
The VUV photon contribution 7v Fv to I s is determined by complete removal of both F 2 and F 0 from the projectile beam through elastic scattering by introducing an appropriate gas (see Sect. 3.2). The separate fluxes F 2 and F 0 are determined by state selective laser optical removal of either F 2 or F 0 [18] [19] [20] ; here, inclusion of transitions, which provide fractional conversion of F 2 to Fo, allows one to determine both the flux ratio F2/F o and the ratio 72/70 [20] . Combined with 72 from (5) and the absolute flux F 2 from an experiment, in which F o is completely removed, the values for F 2, F 0, 72, and 70 are separately determined.
In summary, we have described a cw laser photoionization method, which allows the accurate determination of the electron emission coefficient y and of the absolute flux of metastable rare gas atoms Rg*. We now discuss details of the two step cw laser excitation-ionization scheme, which is the basis of our method.
Efficient cw two-photon ionization o f metastable rare gas atoms Rg* (ms 3P2)
In the method described in Sect. 2.1, it is essential to achieve an efficient conversion of metastable atoms to ion-electron pairs with cw lasers such that the path to ionization is the only depletion channel. Single-photon ionization of the metastable rare gas atoms requires photon energies (see Table 1 ) between 2.683 eV (Xe* (3Po)) and 4.945 eV (Ne* (3p2)), i.e. energies higher than the photon energies of the most powerful cw lasers available in that spectral range (e.g. the 488.0nm and 514.5 nm lines of the Ar ion laser). Moreover, the single-photon ionization cross sections of the heavier rare gas atoms Rg* (ms 3P2, 3Po) are generally quite low (below 10 -22 m 2) [35-381. A viable alternative for Rg*(ms 3P2) atoms (Rg = Ne -Xe) makes use of the closed excitation system Rg* (ms 3P 2 -mp 3D3) (see Fig. 2 ). For isotopes with zero nuclear spin (i. e. all rare gas isotopes with even mass number, among them the most abundant isotopes 2°Ne, 4°Ar, 84Kr, 132Xe) the absence of hyperfine structure allows strong, repetitive pumping of the Rg* (ms 3P 2 -m p 3D3) transition, thereby easily achieving essentially equal populations in the pumped Rg* (ms 3P2) and the excited Rg* (mp 3D3) level [2, 3] . Our group has exploited this excitation scheme for over [2, 3, 29, 39, 40] and Penning ionization [41, 42] involving Ne* (3p 3D3) atoms. More recently, we have also studied photoionization of Ar* (4p, J = 1 -3) and Kr* (5p, J = 1 -3) atoms [43, 44] and collision processes of Ne** (ns, nd) and Ar** (ns, nd) Rydberg atoms, excited with a cw single mode dye laser from the respective Rg* (mp 3D3) intermediate level [45, 46] . We note that cw multiphoton ionization of metastable rare gas atoms Rg* (ms 3P2) via the Rg* (rap 3D3) level has recently been exploited by several groups [5] in the context of trace element analysis, e.g. of 81Kr. With 50% of the Rg* (ms 3P2) atoms transferred to Rg* (mp 3D3) by Doppler free transverse laser excitation, efficient photoionization of the Rg* (mp 3D3) population results in a substantial depletion of the Rg* (ms 3P2) flux. Since the Rg* (mp 3D3) atoms can only radiate back to the Rg* (ms 3P2) level (see Fig. 2 ), the two step photoionization process is the only source of Rg* (ms 3P2) depletion. Two details, however, have to be mentioned here, which need to be explored: as a result of the (transverse) ms-mp laser excitation process, the Rg* (ms 3P2) atoms experience a deflection and a polarization. Experimentally, one has to make sure that these modifications of the Rg* (ms 3p2) atoms do not play a role in the determination of 72 (see Sect. 3.3).
In Table 2 , we summarize the relevant parameters for the two-step photoionization of Rg* (ms 3P2) atoms, i.e. the ms-mp transition wavelength 21, the wavelength 2 i of a suitable ionizing cw laser, photoelectron energy ei, Rg* (mp 3D3) photoionization cross section a i at 2; [47] , and ionization probability P; of the Rg* (mp 3D3) level upon passage through a l = 1 mm wide ionization laser Table 2 . Relevant parameters for the two-step cw photoionization scheme of the metastable rare gas atoms Rg* (ms 3P 2): 21 = vacuum wavelength for excitation of the Rg* (ms 3P2~m p 3/)3) transition; 2~=vacuum wavelength of an Argon ion laser line suitable for efficient ionization of Rg* (mp 3D 3) atoms; e,. = photoelectron energy at the given ionization wavelength; a; = theoretical photoionization cross section at 2j; P~=ionization probability of Rg* for an ionizing laser with a photon flux density j~ = 1025/m 2, 1= 1 mm, r/=0. 5 with a photon flux density ji = 1025/m ~, which corresponds to an intensity I~ = Ji" hvi of 5 W/ram 2 at a photon energy hvg,~3 eV. Pi is given by
where r = r / l / o is the effective interaction time of the Rg* (mp 3D3) atoms with the ionizing laser, r/is the fraction of the transit time I/g, which the excited Rg* atom spends in the mp 3D 3 level; we used r/= 0.5 in estimating the values of P~ given in Table 2 . For our metastable rare gas atom source, 0, the average velocity of the Rg* atoms, is approximately given by
where M is the mass of the rare gas atoms in atomic mass units; the velocity spread Av/O is typically 30%
[42, 45, 46] . The variation of P~ with the rare gas reflects the differences in a i and r, which both increase towards the heavier rare gas atoms. The wavelengths for the ionizing transitions listed in Table 2 all correspond to suitable lines of the Ar ion laser, which was at our disposal. Use of a Kr ion laser (407 nm) would be an interesting alternative for the ionization of Ne* (3p 3D3). In addition we mention the possibility to take advantage of electric-fieldassisted photoionization, in which ionization with a laser of insufficient energy becomes accessible through application of a sufficiently strong dc electric field (resulting in a lowering of the ionization threshold). As attractive examples, we mention field-aided ionization of Kr* (5p 3D3) at 488.0 nm (Ar + laser; field-free endoergicity 16.6 meV), which we realized in a test experiment, and especially of Xe* (6p 3D3) at 514.5 nm (Ar + laser; field-free endoergicity 10-4 eV !).
Absolute detection of He*(23S, 21S) atoms
The cw photoionization scheme described in Sect. 2.2 can in principle also be applied to He* (2 3S) atoms, but not to He* (2 ~S) atoms, since for the latter, excitation to intermediate He* (n 1p) levels leads to radiative losses to the He(l ~S) ground state. For He* (23S), excitation to the resonance transition He* (2 3S-~2 3p) at 2~ = 1083.33 nm by a tunable solid state laser [48] or excitation of the He* (3 3p) level at ). 1 = 388.98 nm by a single frequency UV dye laser or a frequency-doubled single mode Ti-sapphire laser (777.8 nm) are both feasible, although somewhat involved and expensive. The respective single-photon threshold ionization wavelengths for He* (2 3p)/He* (3 3p) are 342.19 nm/784.55 rim, respectively. Realization of a sufficiently intense UV cw laser for efficient ionization of He* (23p) is a difficult problem; in contrast, several powerful cw lasers exist to ionize He*(33p), e.g. the Ar or the Kr ion lasers.
Single photon ionization of He* (2 3S) and He* (21S) atoms proceeds -in contrast to the situation for Rg* (ms 3P2, 0) -with fairly large cross sections in the threshold region (~ 6.10-22 m 2 [ 1 ] ). The threshold wavelengths are 260.05 nm and 312.18 nm, respectively. Unfortunately, intense cw lasers at these short wavelengths are difficult to realize. Up to 1 Watt of cw UV power has been recently-achieved at 257.25 nm by intracavity frequency doubling of the 514.5 nm line of an Ar ion laser in a BBO crystal [49] , but even with such an impressive cw UV light source, only a rather small He* (23S, 21S) ionization probability Pi~5.10 -4 is obtained, which makes an accurate determination of ? and of the metastable flux difficult. In contrast, photoionization with pulsed lasers [ 1, 50] can be efficiently realized with, e.g., a KrF excimer laser (248 nm), and this may actually be the best approach for the absolute detection of metastable He*(23S,21S) atoms with the presently available laser light sources.
3. E x p e r i m e n t a l setup and procedure
Apparatus
Our apparatus corresponds to the setup shown schematically in Fig. 1 . A metastable rare gas atom beam is produced in a cold cathode dc discharge, as described previously [19, 42, 45, 46] . The source chamber, the quenching chamber, and the main chamber are all evacuated by turbomolecular pumps (effective pumping speeds of 230, 100, and 420 l/s, respectively); base pressures are around 10-7mbar. A home-made, short-length slide valve between the quenching and the main chamber allows continuous evacuation of the latter, if the source has to be replaced, and also permits interruption of the projectile beam for test purposes without extinction of the discharge. The quenching chamber serves two needs: first, it differentially pumps the projectile beam source, thereby substantially reducing the background pressure in the main chamber; second, it allows removal of the metastable atoms from the projectile beam by scattering from a gas, which is admitted to the quenching chamber for this purpose. The quenching chamber can house a He discharge lamp for selective removal of He* (2 1S) [ 17] or a multi-reflecting double prism device, used for state-selective removal of either component in a mixed metastable beam of the heavier rare gases with a transverse multimode dye laser [19] .
In the main chamber, the projectile beam is well collimated at the entrance to the photoionization detector by an aperture, which is 1 mm high, 2 mm wide and located at a distance of 348 mm from the exit hole of the metastable source. In the center of the photoionization detector, the collimated projectile beam interacts with a -490 v transverse single mode dye laser beam (laser 1), which -48ov -140 V Styryl 9 M for 811 nm), long-term stabilized by modu--l~0v lated Lamb-dip spectroscopy in an auxiliary rare gas dis--00 v charge [51] . Its output is transported to the experiment by a single mode fiber, which delivers a clean Gaussian beam profile; the fiber output is transformed to a nearly parallel beam with a diameter of about 3 mm. Typical powers are 50 mW at 640 nm and 20 mW at 811 nm. The Ar ion laser is a UV version of a commercial product (Spectra Physics, Model 2035); intracavity operation is achieved by removing its output mirror and closing the laser resonator by a high reflectivity mirror of suitable radius of curvature (typically 6 m), positioned on a precision mirror mount behind the apparatus. High quality fused silica plates, installed at Brewster's angle, serve as intracavity vacuum windows. The intracavity power was found to be limited to a large extent by the losses introduced by these windows, especially for UV operation of the laser. Crystal quartz windows are standard in the UV Ar ion laser itself, but were not at our disposal as vacuum windows.
The photoionization detector, shown in detail in Fig. 3 , is cylindrically symmetric around the vertical axis; it consists of a central part, made of parallel plates, which serves to generate static electric fields for acceleration of the photoions and the photoelectrons, of a Faraday cup CF 1~ for total electron collection and of an electron multiplier for simultaneous, amplified detection of the ions, which are accelerated by (3-4)kV towards the multiplier cathode. The potentials of the various electrodes are carefully chosen in order to guarantee total collection and detection of the photoelectrons and to prevent electrons, re-CF16\ leased by ion impact at the multiplier cathode, from being ~E accelerated towards the Faraday cup. Note that no grids | are used in the photoionization detector, in order to ex-E clude uncertainties due to their electron optical transmission and due to secondary electron emission. Trajectory calculations of photoelectrons, emitted with variable energy and angle and from an ionization region with up CF 16 / to 3 mm diameter, showed that complete electron detection is guaranteed for the potentials normally used and given in Fig. 3 , if the photoelectron energy is below 0.5 eV (even if electron emission occurs transversely to the electric field). The Faraday cup is designed for a low escape probability of scattered electrons. Test measurements (see below) for different potential combinations did not give evidence for significant losses of electrons from the Faraday cup. The projectile beam detector consists of three Faraday cups with different detector materials; the cups are mounted on a rotatable plate such that the three different detectors can be placed on the projectile beam axis one after the other under identical geometrical conditions, thereby allowing a fast and reliable comparison between the detectors. Figure 4 shows a vertical cut through the detector assembly. At the plane detector surface, which is perpendicular to the projectile beam and located at a distance of 748 mm from the metastable atom source, the collimated projectile beam has horizontal and vertical extensions of 5 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively. The detector surface is electrically connected to a sensitive current meter (Keithley 610C or Keithley 617) and thereby is close to ground potential; the surrounding surfaces of the detector are at a positive potential of typically 30 V, sufficient for observation of a saturated current (see below). Five detector surfaces have been regularly used in the course of the present studies, namely polished stainless steel, polished copper beryllium alloy (2% Be), graphite sprayed on polished stainless steel, gold and molybdenum both deposited on polished stainless steel by physical vapour deposition (PVD) involving electron beam vapourization. The detector plate is disc-shaped with a diameter of 25 mm and a height of 5 mm. It is screwed on a highly insulated feedthrough, connected to a shielded cable. The detector surfaces were prepared as follows: the polished surfaces had a measured average roughness of about 0.03 gin, the PVD films (Au, Mo, thickness about 0.2 gm) were smooth to better than 0.05 #m. These four metal surfaces were chemically cleaned directly before use with lens cleaning paper wetted with ultrapure acetone (p. a.). The graphite surface was prepared by spraying colloidal graphite [ 52] onto a chemically cleaned, polished stainless steel disc. The whole detector assembly could be heated to temperatures around 360 K. This mild temperature increase was found to lead to substantial changes in y, as discussed in Sect. 4.
Test measurements
Most of the test experiments were carried out with a metastable Ar* (4s 3P2. 0) atom beam. 4°Ar is the dominant isotope (99.6 %), and the excitation wavelength was frequently available because of parallel experiments in another project also involving Ar* atoms. The Ar ion laser was tuned to the 458 nm line, which produces photoelectrons of 23 meV energy. From previous state-selection experiments it is known that the 3p2/3P o flux ratio is about 6.3 [20] for our metastable source.
In Fig. 5 we show the positive current at the projectile detector (corresponding to electron ejection from a detector surface by impact of non-state-selected He* (2 3 S , 21S) and Ar* (4s 3P2, 0) beams) as a function of the external potential U c applied to the detector case. For Ar*, a rapid increase is observed above about U c = -2 V, which saturates at about U c = + 2 V. This behaviour indicates i) the electrons ejected by Ar* metastables from the (gas covered) gold surface have low energies (as previously observed, e.g., for electrons re-
Fig. 5. Positive current I~ at the projectile beam detector due to electron emission from a stainless steel detector surface upon impact of mixed metastable He* and Ar* atoms, respectively, as a function of the external potential U~ applied to the detector case. The detector surface is close to zero potential. Saturated collection is observed for case voltages above abom 15 V leased from a clean Pd surface [53] ); ii) the ejected electrons are completely collected. For He* (2 3S, 21S) and Ne* (3s 3P2, 0) impact the collection curves stretch out to larger negative potentials and have a corresspondingly broader rising section, but a positive potential U~ = 30 V was always found to suffice for saturated collection.
The fraction p~ of the detector current due to photoelectrons ejected by VUV resonance photons is given by pv = y~Fv/(~,~8 + ~, oFo + Yvrv).
(8)
Whereas the ratio Q/(F2+Fo) is rather constant as a function of time for a particular rare gas (we always used the same pressure and a current of 10 mA in the metastable source), the fraction Pv may vary substantially, mainly as a result of strong changes of 72 (and)%) for different surface conditions and surface materials (see Sect. 4). The quantity Yv F~ is easily determined by removal of the metastable atoms through elastic scattering. For this purpose a suitable scattering gas is introduced into the quenching chamber at a sufficiently high pressure pq. We used rare gases, which are not identical with the projectile gas and are not ionized by the projectile beam (i.e. Ne for a He* projectile beam, He for Ne*, Ne for Ar*, and Ar for Kr*); rare gases should be least effective in changing the conditions at the detector surface. We note that the pressure rise in the main chamber amounts to about 1% of the pressure pq introduced into the quenching chamber for scattering. Figure 6 shows the logarithm of the detector current for two different surfaces as a function of the logarithm of pq(X) for two , combinations of projectile beams Rg and scattering gases X. The observed functional behaviour is fully compatible with an exponential decrease of the metastable flux (with effective total scattering cross sections around 3-10-~8 m 2) combined with a constant signal due to electron emission by photons (negligible scattering cross sec- Fig. 6 . Current I, at the projectile beam detector as a function of the pressure pq (X) of the listed quenching gas X admitted to the intermediate chamber for selective removal of the metastable atoms from the projectile beam, which contains metastable rare gas atoms Rg* and rare gas VUV resonance photons. Four examples are presented as explained in the figure. The residual currents at high pq (X) are due to photoemission. Especially for the argon projectile beam, it is apparent that the electron emission coefficients for graphite and stainless steel are rather different for metastable Ar* impact, whereas they are quite similar for ArI (VUV) photon impact Table 3 . Comparison of electron emission from three different chemically clean, polycrystalline detector surfaces (T = 300 K) upon normal impact of mixed metastable rare gas atom beams Rg*. Note that the efficiency of the surfaces is more or less strongly dependent on the surface preparation and conditions, especially for Rg = Ar, Kr, Xe (see text). The relative flux of the Rg* atoms scales approximately with the inverse of their velocities These currents include electron emission due to VUV resonance photons. The corresponding contribution is below 10% for He* and Ne*. It can amount up to 40% for the heavier rare gases tion). When the scattering gas is switched off, the signal recovers to the initial value, indicating that the surface conditions did not change irreversibly upon admission of the scattering rare gas.
In order to estimate F v we have to use literature values for 7v [54] , which are typically in the range 7v ~( 5 -1 5 ) % for photons in the energy range of interest (10-21 eV).
Based on measurements as illustrated in Fig. 6 , we found that the photoelectron fraction p~ (8) was typically around (5-15)% for He* and Ne* projectile beams, (5-25) % for Ar* and (6-40)% for Kr*. The broad ranges for Ar* and Kr* are attributed to the large variations of 72 and 7o as a function of surface conditions and material.
To illustrate the general trends we summarize in Table 3 total detector currents, measured for mixed metastable beams of all the rare gases from three different surfaces, namely i) graphite sprayed on a polished stainless steel plate, ii) polished copper-beryllium alloy and iii) gold deposited on stainless steel by electron beam induced vapour deposition. For He* and Ne*, similar currents are observed for the three different detector surfaces. In contrast, large variations are detected for Ar*, Kr* and Xe*. For a particular surface the currents decrease towards the heavier rare gas; this behaviour reflects both a decrease in flux and in 7 (see Sect. 4). These simple comparative measurements indicate clearly that the absolute detection of metastable He* and Ne* atoms should be fairly uncritical, whereas for Ar*, Kr* and Xe* reproducible results can only be obtained with precautions on the basis of a more detailed knowledge (see Sect. 4). The major difference between He*, Ne* on the one hand and Ar*, Kr* and Xe* on the other is the large difference in excitation energies (see Table 1 ). He*, Ne* carry sufficient energy to Penning ionize most gases; Ar*, Kr*, and Xe* do not.
We now briefly discuss tests of the photoionization detector. In a first step the photoion signal, amplified by the electron multiplier, is used to optimize the overlap between the metastable atom beam and the two laser beams. For an Ar* projectile beam, only a very low background exists without the two lasers. With laser 1, a clear ion signal is observed which we attribute to Penning ionization of residual gas (notably H20 and 02) by Ar* (4p 3D3) (excitation energy 13.08 eV). When laser 2 is added (intracavity power of about 30 W at 458 nm), the optimized ion signal is about four orders of magnitude larger than without laser 2. Therefore, the background of ions and electrons due to gas phase Penning ionizatiuon is negligible. The electron current, measured with the photocurrent Faraday cup, is below 1.10-13 A without laser 2 and increases to typical values around 30 pA for 30 W of laser 2 power. Obviously, electron emission due to impact of scattered metastable atoms on surfaces of the photoionization detector is improbable and can be neglected, as expected on the basis of the careful collimation of the projectile beam and of the low background gas density.
Variations of the extraction field across the photoionization region and of potentials on the two plates preceding the photoelectron Faraday cup provided strong evidence that under the conditions described in Fig. 3 and Sect. 3.1 complete photoelectron collection and detection is achieved.
Measurement procedure of y-determination
As explained in Sect. 2.1 (1), y is directly determined by the ratio 7 = A l s / A I p of the changes in projectile detector current A I s and photoelectron current Ale, as observed with and without the ionization laser. Figure 7 shows, as an example, a measurement for Ar* impact on a CuBe surface.
For Ar* and Kr*, Alp is an easily measured, essentially background-free current, which amounted typically to (30-100)pA. For Ne*, the values were substantially The measured currents were digitized and stored in multichannel analyzers (time channel width 1 s). The power of the ionizing intracavity argon ion laser (458.1 nm) varies somewhat and is normally highest directly after turn-on (see, e.g., the current behaviour at the beginning of the first "on"-cycle)
lower (1-3 pA), due to lower values of a e and v (see (6) ) and especially because of the comparatively low UV laser power. We note that with intracavity operation on the UV lines of the Ar 2+ laser, a substantial background signal was observed at the photoelectron detector, which we attribute to photoelectron emission from surfaces by UV stray light (including hard UV from the laser discharge). This background signal could be reduced to negligible levels by a coupled-cavity approach, in which the UV laser was operated in a normal way with its output coupler in place and by enhancing the UV laser light in the reaction region by about a factor of 4 through optical feedback from the highly reflecting mirror behind the atomic beam machine. Because of these complications, our results for Ne* are not very accurate, but still allow to determine y with an estimated uncertainty of about 25 %. Improvements for Ne* are possible, for instance by using single mode UV Ar ion laser light, injected into an enhancement cavity; UV powers up to 40W at 351 nm have been achieved in this way by Ervin et al. [55] . In initial measurements the amplified detector currents were recorded directly with a two-pen chart recorder or with two parallel multichannel scalers after analog-todigital conversion. Later, computer control of the experiment was installed. In these experiments the detector currents I s and I~, were measured with two sensitive, identical current meters (Keithley model 610 C). The meters produce output voltages accurately proportional to the sampled current. These voltages were recorded by a computer-driven analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with 12 bit resolution; we note that the ADC resolution contributed significantly to the uncertainty of A I s. The computer served to receive and store data from successive measurements of the Ar ion laser on/off current values (also controlling the shutter in the Ar ion laser beam). In addition it was programmed to compute averages with their statistical errors and to derive the Y2 values with their (statistical) errors. Furthermore, it checked, whether the intracavity Ar ion laser had reached a stable power level after opening of the shutter. We note that for reasons explained below, the option of turning laser 1 on and off may cause problems and was therefore not used.
Apart from possible systematic errors, the major uncertainty in our 7 determinations arises from the uncertainties in the current difference A I s. For Ne*, typical values for I s were in the range (400-600)pA, but the achieved ionization probabilities P~ were only of order 10-3 with corresponding values for A I s around 1 pA. For Ar* and Kr* beams, values for I s were (30-350) pA and (10-200) pA, respectively (see also Table 3 ). Typical relative changes A I s / I s of (5-10)% were achieved for both Ar* and Kr*; the corresponding depletions and ionization probabilities P~ of the Rg* (3P2) flux were in the same range, since the currents due to UV photons and Rg* (3P0) metastables are in most cases minor contributions to I s. Note that for Kr* the depletion predominantly applies to the 84Kr isotope (natural abundance 56.9%). Excitation spectra of Kr*(5p 3D3) (tuning laser 1 across the hyperfine spectrum) showed that at the t)]pical intensity of laser 1 the saturation broadened linewidth of these transitions allowed for some ionization of the other gerade isotopes of Kr* when laser 1 was tuned to the peak of the 84Kr* (5p 3D:~) excitation profile; this effect is favourable for the sake of increased depletion, but relaxes the isotopic specificity of the experiment. We do not expect a significant dependence of y on the isotopic number for the gerade Kr* isotopes.
As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the exciting transverse laser beam 1 transfers momentum to the atoms, resulting in a net deflection of the pumped Rg* (ms 3P2) atoms. Without going into details [56] we just estimate the average deflection angle, which can be written as 
N is the number of spontaneous emissions 3D 3-~3P 2 occurring during the transit of the Rg* atoms through laser 1, E f f M c 2 is the ratio of the photon energy of laser 1 to the rest mass energy of Rg* and c / g is the ratio of the speed of light to the Rg* velocity (see (7)). For our excitation conditions, N can be estimated by the ratio of the transit time Although the effective detector area is quite large (circular limiting aperture of 20 mm diameter), these displacements may have non-negligible effects in view of local variations of y, which are frequently observed after extended exposure of the detector surface to the projectile beam. Transverse irradiation of the Rg* beam by laser 1 may thereby result in a decrease or increase of I s, depending on which parts of the detector surface are hit and how efficient these parts are for electron emission. In order to reduce the deflection effect, we carried out experiments with laser 1 nearly retroreflected such as to exert two opposite radiation pressures of comparable magnitude. As expected, smaller variations of Is upon irradiation with laser 1 were observed in this "standing wave" configuration. We note that effects associated with transverse cooling [57] and channeling [58] influence these experiments, but we do not dwell on these aspects further. Another aspect of the repetitive laser excitation is the fact that the Rg* (ms 3/'2) atoms exit the field of laser 1 with a non-statistical distribution of magnetic substates, i.e. the Rg* (ms 3/°2) atoms are polarized [3, 42] . In principle the electron emission from the detector surface may depend on the nature (alignment, orientation) and on the direction of the polarization. We have recently carried out first experiments to search for variations of y with the alignment by polarizing the Rg* atoms; no significant effect has been detected so far. We also note that under the conditions of the present experiments the transverse component of the alignment induced by laser 1 in the photoionization region is largely lost on the way to the detector due to the spread in flight times (the average flight time is about 1000 times longer than the Larmor precession time in the earth's magnetic field, which was not shielded here).
Results and discussion
Electron emission coefficients for
Ne* (3s 3P2) , Ar* (4s 3p2), and Kr* (5s 3P2)
In most of the experiments, we determined the electron emission coefficient y for normal impact of Ar* (4s 3P2) and Kr* (5s 3P2) atoms on various detector surfaces at two temperatures. The preparation of the surfaces has already been described in Sect. 3.1. Stainless steel, copper -beryllium, graphite, gold, and molybdenum were used as detector materials. All the results obtained in these experiments are summarized as ranges of y-values in Table 4 ; we observe upper limits of y(Ar*)~0.25 and y (Kr*)~0. 15 .
The large variations in y occurring for the same surface material indicate the strong sensitivity of the electron emission process to the specific conditions of the surface, which are not well controlled in our experiment. Substantial differences in surface structure may exist due to the irreducible preparation of the material and as a result of changes in oxidization and adsorption of reactive gases. We stress, however, that the measurement of y for a particular situation is very accurate. In computer-controlled experiments, we reproducibly achieve uncertainties around 1%.
Since the dye laser (640nm) for exciting the Ne* (3s 3P 2 -3p 3D3) transition was only available for a limited period, we carried out only one series of experiments with metastable Ne* atoms, using the three detector materials graphite, stainless steel, and copper-beryllium. The resulting electron yields ( T = 3 0 0 K ) for Ne* (3s 3P2) are in the range 0.3-0.4 (see Table 4 ). The accuracy of these values is lower than in a typical ydetermination for Ar* and Kr* for reasons already discussed in Sect. 3.3. It is clear, however, that y (Ne*) varies relatively little, as was already indicated by the current measurements, summarized in Table 3 . In fact, we do not expect large variations of y for Ne* because of its high excitation energy of 16.6 eV and its corresponding ability to eject electrons from essentially all adsorbates.
Usually we observed a decrease of y with time, while the detector surface was exposed to the metastable rare gas beam: as a drastic example, we mention that the electron emission coefficient of graphite upon Ar* impact dropped from 11.5% to 8.8% in only 30 minutes in one series of experiments. Metastable rare gas atom impact obviously induces reactive processes and leads to irreversible changes on the gas-covered surfaces such that y is found to vary across the surface in a way, which depends on the previous exposition to the reagent species. We typically found y to be lowest at the detector area, which had stayed in the metastable beam for the longest amount of time; sometimes these areas became visible as a darker spot on the surface. In a few cases, when y was especially small in the beginning (e.g. for gold), we observed a slight increase of y with time.
Freshly-prepared graphite surfaces reproducibly showed a y-value of (20 _+ 2)% for Ar* (4s 3Pz) impact. Therefore, we continuously used graphite as one of the three detector surfaces; in this way fresh graphite served as an internal standard, which was helpful to control the performance of the metastable atom source and of the detectors, e.g. after a venting-evacuation cycle. After heating to about 360 K, the electron emission coefficients were found to increase considerably, especially for detector surfaces with low ?-values. The most pronounced case was an increase from y (300 K ) = 0.03 to ? ( 3 6 0 K ) = 0 . 2 4 for Ar*(4s 3p2) impact on gold. Graphite showed the smallest rise of ? upon heating. At T----360 K, the y-values were much less dependent on the surface material than at T = 3 0 0 K with values of y (360 K) = (20 ___ 5) % for Ar* (4s 3P2) and of y (360 K) = (7.5 _+ 2.5) % for Kr* (5s 3.P2) (see Table 5 ). After heating, the electron emission coefficients stayed higher for several hours even after the surfaces had cooled down again. A possible explanation for the increase of ? with temperature is water removal from the surface. We tested this hypothesis by introducing a considerable amount of water vapour (10 -5 mbar for several minutes) into the vacuum system, when the surfaces had cooled down. This procedure, however, had little or no influence on the time, over which ? decreased again to its "normal" value at T = 300 K. We also introduced, instead of H20, other gases such as NO, N H 3, and SFsC1, again without significantly changing the electron emission. The experimental setup did not allow heating to higher temperatures; further tests of the influence of the surface temperature were therefore not possible. We note that an increase in the sensitivity of metastable atom detectors with rising surface temperature has also been observed by other authors [ 59-6 t ] .
In order to provide a direct comparison between the effect of metastable Ar* and Kr* atoms, we measured their electron emission coefficients under nearly identical surface conditions, i.e. using the same surface area and a time interval of less than 3 h for all the measurements. These data, obtained at T = 300 K and T = 360 K, are summarized in Table 5 . The values of ? for Ar* (4s 3P2) are found to exceed those for Kr* (5s 3P2) by a factor 3-4, except for the case of graphite, for which the difference is smaller. The metastable excitation energy plays an important role in this range, as was previously observed in a direct comparison of the electron emission coefficients 72 and ?0 for Kr* (5s 3P2)and Kr* (5s 3Po) at a gas-covered stainless steel surface ( T = 300 K): using a laser optical pumping technique, Weissmann et al. [20] found ~'o/72 = 1.73 (9) , which fits well into the trend offered by ?2 (Ar*) and 72 (Kr*) for stainless steel in Table  5 . In this connection we mention the idea of a "universal ?-curve" suggested by Borst [62] . Using values of ? for slow ions as well as metastable atoms and molecules from different authors and assuming these to be relevant for a "typical" gas-covered CuBe surface, Borst plotted the logarithm of ? versus the excitation energy of the reagent species and found an interconnecting curve ("universal curve"), which reflected an interesting general trend of ? as a function of excitation energy: at energies above about 12 eV y varied rather little, whereas towards lower energies ,v dropped off more and more rapidly by orders of magnitude. Our data for Ne*, Ar*, and Kr* provide general support for this trend, although the scatter of ? in our Ar* and Kr* data (see Table 4 ) shows that the idea of a "universal curve" is too simple, at least as long as the surface conditions are not well defined.
Why do the yields for electron emission vary so strongly with excitation energy E* for E * < 12 eV? To our knowledge, no theoretical predictions exist so far for the dependence of ? on E*, even if a clean conducting surface of uniform work function is assumed for simplicity. Let us first dwell briefly on this case. It is now well established [63] [64] [65] that the meachnism for electron emission from clean conducting (metal) surfaces by excited atoms A* is i) Resonance ionization (RI) followed by Auger neutralization (AN), if ~b > E;;
ii) Auger deexcitation (AD, corresponding to gas phase Penning ionization), if ~b < Ei;
here q~ is the work function of the surface and E,. is the (effective) ionization energy of the excited atom A* in front of the surface. In the first case i), the second step (AN) requires that the (effective) recombination energy E+ of the ion A + is at least twice the work function: E+ >=2q~ [63, 65] . This condition is fulfilled for all the rare gases interacting with surfaces of work functions up to about 5.5 eV. The energetic condition for mechanism ii) is E* > ~ (where E* is the effective excitation energy of A* in front of the surface); it is fulfilled for all combinations of metastable rare gas atoms and clean surfaces with work functions up to about 7 eV. Therefore, electron emission is energetically possible for all the metastable rare gas atoms and common conducting surfaces (qi~5.5 eV) via both mechanisms i) and ii). The large size of the valence electron of A* and the corresponding long range of its coupling to empty electronic states in the surface results in the dominance of mechanism i) over ii), if the condition ~ > El is met [65] .
Which changes occur, if adsorbates are present on the surface? Let us briefly review in this connection, which type of changes in the electron emission yield have been observed experimentally, when clean metal surfaces were covered with adsorbate molecules in a (more or less) controlled way. In experiments with slow ions Hagstrum [66] observed that the adsorption of monotayers of N 2, H 2 or CO on tungsten led to a decrease of ~, which, e.g. for N 2 on W, ranged from about 35% for He + and Ne + to 85% for Xe + . Fast electrons were observed to disappear upon the admission of adsorbates. The change in work function was found not to be the decisive factor for the changes in ?. Similar results with slow ions were later obtained by Probst and Ltischer [67] . McLennan et al. [68, 69] determined y for the interaction of mixed metastable beams of He* or Ne* with clean polycrystaltine and single crystal W surfaces and with H2, N2, CO adsorbates. ? decreased with adsorbates, most strongly for CO (,.~ 55%). Boiziau et al. [70] studied changes of ?, when He*, Ar*, and Xe* interacted with single crystal Mo(110) surfaces without and with 02 or CO adsorbates. Expressed by the quantity Ay = (~clean--?ads)/?clean, they found saturated values of Ay ranging from 0.29(He*) via 0.85(Ar*) to 1.0(Xe*) for 02 and from 0.06(He*) via 0.62(Ar*) to 0.89 (Xe*) for CO. The trends agree with Hagstrum's results [66] for the corresponding slow ions, also with regard to the statement that the changes in ? cannot be explained by the changes in the work function. Boiziau et al. [70] attribute the reduction of ? to changes in the electronic surface structure induced by the adsorbates. In contrast to the consisting findings of Hagstrum [66] , Probst and Liischer [67] , McLennan et al. [68, 69] , and Boiziau et al. [70] , Johnson and Delchar [71] observed a linear increase in ~ (He*) with the degree of coverage of O2 or S on Ni (100); these controversial results were subsequently discussed in several papers [72, 73] .
Using different techniques, including a crossed-beam method [24] and gas cell methods [25, 26] , Dunning et al. determined ? for mixed metastable beams ofNe*, Ar*, and Kr* and for state-selected He* (2 3S) and He* (2 IS) atoms with various atomically clean and chemically clean polycrystalline surfaces. They typically found y to be larger for adsorbate-covered ("chemically clean") surfaces than for atomically clean surfaces (e.g. atomic beamdeposited Cd or flashed W) [25] . From their most recent work [26] we quote some ? values obtained with a refined gas cell method for a chemically clean stainless steel surface: y [He* (2 3S)] = 0.70 (8) , ?[He* (21S)] = 0.57 (7), ? (Ne*) =0.56(6); y (Ar*)~0.37-0.99. With a pulsedlaser depletion technique, they determined y [He* (2 3S)] = 0.6 (3) and y [Xe* (6s 3P0)] = 0.02 (1) [26] . The consistency of the ?-values for He* (21S), as derived with the gas cell and laser technique, strongly supports the judgement that the gas cell method functions properly for metastable He*. While our results for Ne* are more or less consistent with those of Dunning et al. [26] , all our y-values for Ar* lie considerably below their numbers. As already noted by Dunning et al. [26] the gas cell method yields reliable ?-values for He* and Ne*, but not for Ar* or Kr*. The problem in the latter case is associated with the fact that target molecules were used for which non-ionizing destruction processes are important [74, 75] ; for He* and Ne* several target species (e.g. Ar) are available (and were used [26] ) for which ionization is by far the dominant destruction process [75] .
In summarizing the various findings including our own results, we may state the following facts on electron emission from "typical" adsorbate-covered ("chemically clean") conducting surfaces by slow (thermal kinetic energy) metastable rare gas atoms:
i) The yield ? is relatively high (0.3 ~< ? ~<0.7) and weakly dependent on the surface material and surface preparation for metastable He* and Ne* atoms. We attribute this behaviour to the high excitation energies of these rectastable levels, which are sufficient to promote ionization of essentially all adsorbates present on the surface and for which it is known that ionization is the dominant destruction mechanism [75] . ii) For excited atoms with internal energies E*~< 12eV (this number is not sharply defined) the yield ? decreases more or less strongly with decreasing E* from an upper limit of ? ,~0.3 and shows strong variations with the surface material, preparation and temperature. Heated surfaces show smaller variations in ?, and it is therefore advisable to generally use heated surfaces for the detection of metastabte atoms and molecules, especially of those species with low excitation energies. We attribute these findings to the fact that chemically clean conducting surfaces have an electronic structure, which is far from the one of the conducting substrate, but rather close to that of the (multilayer) adsorbate species. Therefore, Penning ionization of adsorbate levels is the dominant process, which is responsible for electron emission. The details should depend on the thickness of the adsorbates and thereby on the remaining coupling to the substrate as well as on the effective level energies of the outer adsorbate layer. Moreover, non-ionizing, competing processes, which lead to deexcitation of the metastable atom (e.g. adsorbate dissociation) and which are known to be very important in gas-phase collisions of Ar*, Kr*, and Xe* with molecules [74] [75] [76] [77] , are expected to play a decisive role.
Absolute metastable atom fluxes and densities
The results discussed in Sect.4.1 clearly show that it is mandatory in any experiment, in which the absolute flux of metastable rare gas atom beams has to be known accurately, to determine the flux in situ by a reliable technique such as the one described in this paper. It will be difficult, if not impossible (at least for the heavier metastable rare gas atoms Ar*, Kr*, and Xe*), to find a standard detector, which operates with a well-known and reproducible electron emission yield ? for an extended period of time under typical high vacuum conditions. To our experience, freshly-deposited graphite on a polished metal substrate, preferably heated by some 60 K above room temperature, comes closest to such a standard surface, but its yield changes with time due to reactive processes of the metastable atoms with adsorbate species.
Absolute fluxes F 2 and densities n 2 in the region of laser photoionization have been determined for Ne*, Ar*, and Kr* in order to characterize the present experiments and the performance of the metastable atom source quantitatively. For this purpose, the source was run with comparable gas densities and the constant current of 10 mA. The metastable atom beam was collimated by a 2mm wide and 1 mm high slit at a distance of 348 mm from the source exit hole (solid angle 1.7.10-Ssr). Table 6 summarizes the relevant quantities needed in the procedure Present results of the total, photon-corrected detector currents for fresh graphite surface and comparable source gas densities b Flux into a solid angle of 1.7-10 -5 sr ° [201 a [13, 19, 20] o Evaluated for the region of laser photoionization (distance from source 348 ram); average velodties as given in (7) and the determined fluxes F 2 and densities n 2. Interestingly, almost equal densities are found for Ne*, At*, and Kr*.
A p p l i c a t i o n s
In this section we outline some applications of the cw two-photon ionization method for metastable rare gas atoms. It is of obvious relevance in connection with the determination of absolute cross sections for reactions involving metastable rare gas atoms (Sect. 5.1). It can, however, also be used for the production of state-selected rare gas ions [2] and for the production of monoenergetic electrons at the 10-1°A level [78] . In conjunction with mass spectrometric ion detection,the ionization scheme can be used for sensitive spectroscopic studies of fine and hyperfine structure even in the least abundant rare gas atoms [5, 51] . In addition, we see practical applications such as the measurement of the absolute detection efficiences of mass spectrometers and of electron multipliers used for ion detection.
Determination of absolute reaction cross sections involving metastable rare gas atoms
The rate r [s-1] for a particular reaction to occur is given in the low probability regime and in simplified form by
Here, n~ and n 2 are the particle densities of the two reaction partners, Vre 1 = IV1-V2t is the relative velocity, a (vr~l) is the reaction cross section (which in general depends on the relative velocity or -for photon processes -on the energy), and Vis the reaction volume. In general, the two colliding partners are described by velocity density distributions f~(vl), fz(v2) and (10) then involves averaging over these distributions. Let us assume that the index 1 refers to metastable rare gas atoms. The detection method described in this paper determines the absolute flux of metastable rare gas atoms. In order to derive absolute cross sections the velocity distribution fl (vl) has to be measured in order to arrive at the required density n I . With our present setup fl (Vl) is most easily measured by again taking advantage of the two-photon ionization process, but using laser 1 at angle . 90 ° with respect to the atomic beam direction to introduce velocity-dependent excitation in the first step. If the first step is saturated and the second ionization step in the linear regime, this Doppler shift experiment, which detects the photoions or photoelectrons, yields the velocity density distribution f~ (v~). Other schemes to determine the metastabte velocity distribution are laser-induced fluorescence or the time-of-flight method. We now discuss two examples, namely laser photoionization of Rg* and Penning ionization involving Rg*, in some detail. Other processes of interest include electron impact ionization of Rg* [6] .
Absolute photoionization cross section.
Here, the product n2vre I corresponds to the photon flux density j i [ m -2 s -t ] of the ionizing light source and n 1V represents the number of excited atoms present in the region of overlap of the atomic and the laser beam. In the case of high ionization probability, (6) has to be used and (10) is replaced by
where F , is the flux of those excited atoms interacting with the ionizing laser beam. The problem of measuring the overlap between the atomic and the laser beam may be elegantly circumvented by the use of a scanning method [79] , in which the laser beam is moved across the atomic beam in a direction perpendicular to the two beam directions. We prepare such an experiment aiming at an accurate determination of the photoionization cross section of Ar* (4p 3D3) and Kr* (5p 3D3). Note that sufficiently large ionization currents can be produced even in the low probability regime such that, e.g., the electron current can be directly measured without amplification and therefore without the need to calibrate a multiplier.
Absolute cross sections for Penning ionization.
Once the density n 1 of the excited atoms Rg* is known absolutely, it is a straightforward, though non-trivial procedure [80] [81] [82] to determine absolute cross sections for Penning ionization ap~ of some target atom or molecule X:
While numerous rate constants for the destruction of metastable rare gas atoms have been measured [74] [75] [76] [77] [83] [84] [85] [86] (notably with the flowing afterglow technique [87] ), accurate direct measurements of absolute Penning ionization cross sections are scarce for He* and Ne* [80] [81] [82] and almost missing for Ar*, Kr*, and Xe* [82] . Therefore, we have started experiments with the aim to establish benchmark cross sections for Penning ionization of suitable target atoms or molecules by state selected metastable Ne*, Ar*, and Kr* atoms [88] . Our approach involves a dual projectile beam method, which essentially removes the calibration problems associated with the projectile-target overlap and with the detector. We directly compare the ion signals due to Rg* Penning ionization with those produced by HeI (58.4 nm) photoionization. The Rg* and HeI (58.4 nm) beams are formed with identical geometries by passing them through the same collimating apertures. In this method, we use tow target densities (such that widening of the Rg* beam by elastic scattering can be neglected) and employ mass spectrometric ion detection. The HeI (58.4 rim) photoionization cross sections ai(HeI, X) of many atoms and simple molecules are well-known [89] , and the cross sections for Penning ionization a m (Rg*, X) are simply calculated with the relation O'pi (Rg*, X) = a~ (HeI, X)-[F(HeI)/F,]
• [0 (Rg*)/0rol]-(Ip~ Hi).
IpI, Ii are the ion signals due to Penning and photoionization, respectively; note that the average relative collision velocity Vrel may differ significantly from the average rare gas velocity 0 (Rg*). The described dual projectile beam method is expected to yield accurate results as long as the Penning ionization cross sections do not strongly depend on the collision velocity.
Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we have presented an accurate method for the absolute detection of metastable rare gas atoms Rg* at thermal kinetic energies. It is based on the efficient and selective conversion of Rg* into an ion-electron pair Rg + + e-by two-photon ionization, allowing a reliable, direct and fast in situ determination of the electron emission coefficient y for normal impact of the respective metastable atom on a conducting surface. So far, the method has been applied to metastable Ne*(3s3p2), Ar*(4s 3P2), and Kr*(5s 3P2) atoms and provided interesting information on the electron emission yield from various chemically clean (i.e. adsorbate-covered), polycrystalline surface materials at temperatures T = (300-360) K with the following trends:
i) For Ne*, only small variations of y (values around 0.35) with surface material and temperature were found; test experiments showed similar behaviour for a mixed He* (2 3S, 21S) beam.
ii) For Ar* and Kr*, the yields y varied strongly with the material, especially at T = 300K (y = 0.003 -0.25).
Heating of the detector surface increases and stabilizes the yield ? in most cases; this effect is the more pronounced, the lower the excitation energy, in agreement with previous work [59] .
We conclude that the yield y is relatively high and rather weakly dependent on the surface material, surface preparation and temperature for metastable atoms with high excitation energies (He*, Ne*), for which efficient ionization of all adsorbates, present of the "chemically clean" surface, occurs. The lower the excitation energy (Ar*, Kr*, Xe*), the more important is in general the nature of the surface coverage, which is influenced by the surface material and temperature. The effective ionization energy of the surface species, the thickness of the adsorbate (multi) layer and the surface topology, and the branching ratio towards electron emission in a Rg* deexcitation process are expected to be important for the observed value of y. We note that non-ionizing deexcitation processes in gas-phase collisions of Ar*, Kr* and Xe* with molecules are known to play a dominant role in many cases [74] [75] [76] [77] .
It is desirable to study the mentioned effects systematically with appropriate surface preparation techniques involving single crystals in ultrahigh vacuum. In particular, it should be worthwhile to look for reactive processes induced by Rg* impact on molecular adsorbates in order to establish and understand the role of processes, which lead to deexcitation of Rg* atoms without electron emission.
Moreover, it is interesting to further look into the effect of the excitation energy. We have carried out comparative experiments with Rg* (ms 3P 2) and Rg* (mp 3D 3) atoms for R g = A r , Kr by exciting the metastable Rg*(ms 3P2) atoms with a transverse laser on the (ms 3P 2 -mp 3D 3) transition in front of the detector surface [90] . These results will be reported elsewhere in detail.
The experiments described in this paper involved the use of expensive dye lasers and Argon ion lasers. In the future, we plan to replace -where possible -dye lasers by stabilized diode lasers [91] for excitation of the (ms 3P 2 -m p 3D 3) transition and also for state selection of either metastable component in the context of determining absolute reaction cross sections. Argon ion lasers as efficient light sources for the ionization step may be replaced by lower-cost, higher power cw solid state lasers (e.g. the NdYAG laser, photon energy 1.t65eV) or gas lasers (e.g. the CO 2 laser, photon energy 0.117eV), or even by static electric fields, if appropriate low-loss excitation schemes to levels with sufficiently low ionization potentials are used. Such schemes have been discussed [5, 50, 92, 93] in connection with highly sensitive atom detection.
In conclusion we mention that we have started to apply the absolute detection method, described in this paper, with the aim to establish benchmark cross sections for Penning ionization of suitable target atoms and molecules by state selected metastable Ne*, Ar*, and Kr* atoms [88] . In other experiments, we study in detail photoionization of laser-excited, polarized Ar* (4p 3D 3) and Kr* (5p 3D3) atoms with the goal of measuring absolute cross sections and determining the basic matrix elements and phases along the lines of our work for Ne* (3p 3D3) [2,31. This work has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through Sonderforschungsbereich 91 and through grant Ho427/14. One of us (SJS) would like to thank the SFB91 for financial support and the members of the SFB 91 and of the Fachbereich Physik for their hospitality. We gratefully acknowledge G. Kfhler for providing the CuBe material and G. Keller for preparing the Au and Mo surfaces by physical vapor deposition. We thank W. Simon for experimental support, K. Zinsmeister for technical help, and A. Grol3 for her care with the manuscript.
